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As a child, I imagined there was a monster in the closet, sometimes he would even hide under my 
bed.  Even though it was an imaginary monster, it would scare me stiff.  Sometimes I would even 
wet the bed.

FEAR is nothing personal.   So don't make it personal.  Don't make it “my fear”.

FEAR IS A PRIMAL EMOTION - Rooted in the history of humanity.  Based in biology.

Maybe you’ve noticed…

The older most people get - the less likely they are to feed their dreams and desires.
And the more likely they are to talk endlessly about what they fear.

Why does fear tend to win over desire in so many people?

Let's go back to the biology that we share and human history.
(And the programming that got built in to the body – the machine.)

Skipping dinner (desire) means you miss a meal.
Skipping being dinner (fear) means you get to live.

So when you “hunt for dinner” today - go for your dreams - desires - you still have “fear” active in 
the background. 

You are going to experience how to make friends with your fear, and how to end the death grip of 
anxiety and worry in your life.

Because here is the problem….

You aren’t going to get rich, or meet the man / woman of your dreams or fully experience the life of 
your dreams, as long as ANCIENT BIOLOGICAL PROGRAMMING runs and ruins your life.

This is why...

Fear is so amazingly effective at stealing away your dreams.
And this is why fear tends to win over desire in so many people

Because they haven't yet taken the time to learn what you learned today – so you can begin to make 
friends with fear

The Good News

We have found a way to eliminate that death grip.   
We have developed a series of time tested proven steps that release you from the death grip of fear – 
that stops you dead in your tracks.

Because if you let this ancient biological programming run your life in today’s society - skipping 
what you desire to do with your life - day in and day out – that means you never get to life your life, 
you never get to live the life of your dreams, you never get to be as happy, healthy and wealthy as 



you would like to.

And this will create the state of ANXIETY in your life.

Because fear not only robs you of your dreams and desires….
Fear also creates REAL stress in your life.  
Stress that reduces your health, slows down your healing, and gets in the way of your relationships.

Join us - Making Friends With Fear

Let's dive into the 7 Shifts and Methods:

   * Freeze Frame Fear:   Turn the Movie into an Image.  A still photo.   Move it around a bit.  Make 
it smaller, black and white.  Crumple it up and throw it away.  Hear it drop into the waste basket or 
garbage bin.   

   * Remember  When:  You had a fear of “spiders”.   How one day you had a shift, a giggle and a 
realisation…  (Injury or Death, Confrontation.  Embarrassment.  Rejection.)

   * Respecting:   It’s okay to be aware of spiders - real spiders - real potential of spiders.  

   * Reduce to the Obvious Ridiculous:   If the average person knows someone personally who gets 
bitten by a spider once every 40 years and the average person knows 200 people - then do the math.   
200 people x 40 years = one spider bite every 8000 years.   That’s about once every 100 lifetimes, if 
on average per lifetime you live to be 80 years old.

• Revision:   Have “the trigger” show up, get pulled.   Imagine a different response.  (The 
mistake most people make when it comes to using revision for fear is to do a total 
rewrite - in an effort to AVOID the subject entirely.   Having the trigger show up and get 
pulled and YOU having a different response is life changing - instead of “scene 
changing”.

   * Revealing “the truth”.   You don’t manifest what you speak about.  You manifest what you 
FEEL about.   If you FEEL something then SPEAK about it FROM that state - you are manifesting.  
If you SPEAK about something you have feared, DISTANTLY - as if it is in the past - and from a 
level of logic - and adding the element of love - you are MANIFESTING healing.    It’s like 
removing a splinter - a needle and a splinter are very SIMILAR in appearance on one level.   But 
when the intent is to REMOVE it into the past, and describe details on “how you do that” (gets you 
meta) and then love you for learning all this - you are digging out - the splinter - with the needle.

BONUS METHOD - TONING UP 
Remember, your voice tone - drives emotions.

This is true in the physical world.
This is true in your imaginal acts.

And a simple shift in VOICE TONE changes EVERYTHING.

Let’s explore the words “Come here”  with these very different “tonalities”.

Flirty.



Factly.
Frustrated.
Begging.
Bossy.
Confused.
Loving.

Say “come here” in all those different tonalities.  Say it out loud.  Say it in your mind.  Notice the 
subtle and the powerful shifts that it brings about in your body and in your being.

RECORDING 2 - Fear Reframes

FEAR OF FAILURE

Back in the old days….
Failure meant physical death.   You became dinner.
Today, “failure” is the key to success.   
Failing to “nail it” invites you to - become more aware - to make adjustments - to do a course 
correction.

FEAR OF REJECTION

You walk up.  You make your move.  They shoot you down.
The good news is - you saved yourself YEARS of frustration.
You discovered one you don’t want to marry, or even date.
You discovered one you don’t want as a client - because they are more trouble than they are worth.
And you discovered - that getting shot down - isn’t death.
You are greater than any state - any circumstance - and you can brush off the dust - rise up from the 
ashes - and find someone better, more suitable, and friendlier.

Why do we have people you love - giving you congratulations?
Two Major Implications:  It is done.  We still love you.

Notice:  Having your friends and family congratulate you – implies that you are still part of the tribe 
– this eliminates the almost hidden fear of REJECTION that is lurking in the mind of almost 
everyone.

Next, let's move on to the...

THE ANXIETY ELIMINATOR 

ANXIETY.   Fear felt for a long time, turns into a “general nameless anxiety.”

The key to eliminating anxiety is to sit with it.

Notice where it is in the body.  Notice the EXACT SENSATIONS.   
Sit with them.   Sitting with them allows you to notice two major keys:

They don’t last as long as you do.
They are separate from you.
Once they are felt out fully, and you don’t label them - they die.



NOW it's time to eliminate worry.

If you don’t deal with anxiety you develop WORRY.

Worry is just “anxiety” applied to an IMAGINARY specific.

Anxiety begins to drive WORRY, where you start making up all kinds of things “out there” and “out 
in the future” to worry - have “fear” about.

So even though fear kept us alive, back in the good old hunter gatherer days, it’s become a problem 
in today’s culture.

RECAP:  PRINT OUT these notes. 

Listen to the recordings again and again.

They are designed to help you LEARN about fear and learn about you.

They are designed to subtly lead you through each of the processes – so you make friends with fear.

Obviously....

There are some steps you can take consciously.    And obviously there are parts of the process that 
will just happen naturally – after you listen to the recordings repeatedly. 

Remember....

All limiting programming has been learned through repetition.   Repetition is also the key to 
learning new programming – that will ultimately free you.

And since FEAR is:

Part of your biological heritage – you might as well make friends with it.   Because fear – like your 
body – is your friend.

And since FEAR is:

Just another tool, one that will keep you alive – if it is put in it's place – with the perspectives and 
exercises we explored here together – it is something well worth making friends with.

Many blessings,
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